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TCS-403 PrintEd Pages : 3

Time : 3 Hoursl [Total Marks : 100

Note : Attempt all questions.

Attempt any four parts of the following :

(a) Explain the concept of Link, association and

aggregatiorg with suitable example.

(b) Wth the help of a suitable example, explain

how object classes are mapped to tables.

(c) How does multiple inheritance differs from

multi level inheritance? Explain with example.

(d) Write two main aspects of implementing

association. Explain bi-directional and

uni-directional association with an example

for each.

(e) "Nested state diagram is actually a form of
generalization on state" justify the statement

with example.
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2 Attempt any four parts of the following :

(a) How can events be organised into a generalized 5
hierarchy? Explain with example.

(b) Define concurrency in objects. Explain with an 5
example, how concurrency is identified in a
dynamic model.

(c) Defrne a state. Give an example of it. 5

(d) Why are state diagram used? Make a state 5
diagram for car-gears transmission.

(e) With the help of an example show how 5
functional model is related to dynamic model?

3 Attempt any four parts of the following :

(a) Define inlegrity constrainl, Explain the types of 5
integrity constraint s.

O) Design a DFD for withdrawing and checking 5
the balance in the bank using.{TM Card.
A user inserts a valid ,{TM card, enter him/her
PIN, chooses one of the above actions, and
finally receive the cash and a slip.

G) Compare structural development with the 5
approach of object modelling techniques.

(d) Draw a Data Flow Diagram for student queries 5
processing system. Make necessary assumptions.

(e) Compare and contrast SA/SD and JSD, OMT 5
methodologies with examples.
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4 Attempt any four parts of the following :

(a) What is the difference between method 5
over-loading and method overriding? Explain
with the help of examples.

O) Write an Applet in java to print the directory . 5
in which an HTML file containing that applet 

f,

is stored.

(c) What are the various data types supported 5
by java? What are their value storage units?

(d) Explain the life cycle of applet, briefly 5
describing all its methods.

(e) Write a program in java to find the length of 5
string 'Practice makes a progranrmer perfect.'
Find the difference between first and last
occurrence of "r" in this string.

5 Attempt any two parts of the following :

(a) Write a program to create an applet which l0
contains three buttons having labels "one", "two"
and "three" and one text field. When user click
any button its label text appears in the text field.

(b) Explain the following with suitable examples. 5x2=10

(r) Swing

G) Senrlet

(c) What is multithreading? What is its need in l0
java? How would you add threads to a class
that already inherits from a class other than the
thread class? @xplain with examples)
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